1. Forwarded herewith as Attachment A is CARETINA's history of the Sonderkommando Rote Kapelle and its work against the Soviet espionage and underground nets in France and the Low Countries. The report should, chronologically, have preceded Reference B, the account of CARETINA's imprisonment in the Soviet Union following World War II. As explained in Reference B, we processed the report on his imprisonment first in order to gain more insight into CARETINA's attitude toward and experience in the Soviet Union. The attached report has not been reviewed by UPWIN, according to CARETINA, and he is most insistent that it should never be passed to UPWIN. We must assume that all the information in the attached report was obtained by his Soviet State Security, KGB, interrogators during his ten and a half years imprisonment in the USSR. We have not, as yet, gone over every point with him to ascertain exactly what he told his KGB interrogators but the Soviet State Security Service had ten and a half years of continuous interrogation to obtain the information.

2. Three of CARETINA's personal and emotional traits should be noted in reading the attached. All three are understandable in terms of his background but do color his interpretation of events although he attempts an objective presentation of events as possible:

a. CARETINA was an official of Amt IV, sub-section 2 A, of the RSHA, which in effect means he was a Gestapo officer. His efforts to portray Amt IV, the Gestapo, in a more favorable light are obvious. At the same time he lectures against the use of "executive" measures, i.e. police measures, as being less effective than counterespionage operations. He obviously does not wish to recognize the fact that the RSHA was primarily a police security force, dependent on police power to carry out its security responsibility, and that same police power enabled him to run the large and complicated counterespionage operations known as the Rote Kapelle.

b. CARETINA, as many of the former German Army officers and security police officials, is very emotional over the post-war effort to describe the Soviet agents working in the Rote Kapelle complex as "anti-Nazi resistance fighters". CARETINA is obsessed with making the record clear that these people were traitors, spying against their native land on behalf of an enemy power. We have not pointed out to him that most Western intelligence services now the Rote Kapelle complex to have been a complex of Soviet espionage nets and have no illusion about the "resistance" claims of the members. This would have involved revealing too much of our own knowledge of the Rote Kapelle complex.

c. CARETINA considers himself, even today, as a professional counter-espionage officer and counter-espionage operations are his dominating passion. His conclusions to the report include his apologia for running complicated double-agent and radio play-back operations as opposed to arresting and imprisoning spies. Here again he reveals that he was aware of the Gestapo methods in spite of his efforts to whitewash the German security police. He has not admitted yet that he was able to mount an operation the size of the German counterplayback of the Soviet principle agents because he had the complete support of the German military and security police organs in France and the Low Lands. He still thinks in terms of an
Intelligence service that had absolute power and, so far, refuses to take into consideration the fact that the only services with that power today are the Soviet services and some of the satellite services in their individual countries. He has also refused to recognize the other fact contributing to his large and successful CE operations which is: the wartime conditions and the German DF'ing created an ideal situation for mounting the extensive playback and penetration operations which the Sonderkommando Rote Kapelle directed.

3. Anyone who has read the British Rote Kapelle Study Part II will be immediately struck by CARETINA's assumption that his Sonderkommando had almost complete control of all Soviet and Communist espionage/underground nets in France and the Low lands. The British advance a fairly positive theory that the two Soviet principle agents, TREPPER and KENT, played back against the GRU Headquarters in Moscow by the Germans, were able to notify Moscow through French CE communication channels, unknown to the Germans, of the German control of the Soviet espionage networks. CARETINA has not been interrogated directly on such a possibility but his report makes it fairly clear that he believes that his Sonderkommando, through the German DF'ing and monitoring facilities, had at least located most, if not all, of the secret transmitters and through his penetration of the French CP, the transmitters were controlled. He does state in the report that his greatest concern was the possibility of a French CP clandestine transmitter establishing contact with Moscow before the Germans could make certain of controlling it. If CARETINA's information on the depth of the German penetration of the French espionage nets and resistance groups is accurate, the British theory is weakened. CARETINA's description of how the Germans attempted to neutralize and seal off TREPPER after his escape also bears on this question. CARETINA believes that they were successful in their effort to plant in Moscow's mind the suspicion that TREPPER was being used by the Germans as provocation after his arrest because of the message the Moscow Headquarters sent the French CP to have nothing to do with TREPPER and warning against German provocation. CARETINA is firmly convinced that KENT was not practicing a triple-play when he was under German control. The British may have more information than given in the Study Part II to substantiate their theory because the whole matter of the German penetration and control of the French CP nets and French resistance is touched on very briefly in the study. The British may not have wished to reveal how deeply the Germans had penetrated the resistance because of the reflection on their own operations in the field.

4. CARETINA believes that counterespionage operations should be of a positive, aggressive nature and yield positive results. As he states, he wished to achieve more than the negative results of simply monitoring the activities of the Soviet nets and feeding the answers to the Director permitted by the German military command. His ultimate goal was to split the USSR from her Western Allies because he was convinced that any hope for Germany to survive as a nation lay in a quarrel between the two dominating elements of the Alliance, the East and the West. He used his radio playbacks to achieve this goal by feeding the USSR both factual and colored reports on the activities of the Western Allies. His goal and his efforts to achieve it all led to the trip to Moscow with KENT.

5. Information which does not appear in our files on the Rote Kapelle and which CARETINA includes in his report is following:

a. The company, "Helvetia Hamborgsellschaft", founded by the Sonderkommando Rote Kapelle to explain KENT's financial support to his GRU masters after the "Foreign Exceellente Raincoat". JIMEXCO and SIMEX had been dissolved by the Germans was not found in the British Study. The British Study confirms CARETINA's trip to Spain (see Station Comment to para. 74 of Attachment A) but assumes that it was connected with an investigation of TREPPER's agents. CARETINA explains that it was in connection with the German-backed company.

b. CARETINA recalls vaguely that TREPPER's mistress, Georjina de WINTER's first (or only) husband was an American. Inasmuch as the
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Headquarters advice, approval or disapproval which we shall be requesting, it is urged that the attached report be carefully read to enable Headquarters to advise us whether there is any purpose and value in continuing the CARETINA contact. There are numerous points in the attached report which need amplification and clarification but contact with CARETINA will not be resumed until some guidance from Headquarters has been received.

Recall that during the summer of 1956 when [insert name] was in Europe for the purpose of debriefing [insert name], a BOEBELBURG (with various spellings of the name) appeared at the American Embassy in Paris and was allowed to disappear without being questioned. When [insert name] returned to Headquarters, a trace on BOEBELBURG revealed that the French had been seeking a BOEBELBURG since 1945. Munich Base files contain a reference to a document, D-1956, which was a "United States Army request for any information on Karl BOEBELBURG because the French and Belkan authorities want him". The request is dated 1948. It seems logical that the French and Belgian interest was in Obersturmfuehrer u. Kriminaldirktor Karl BOEBELBURG, Chief of the Bzd (German Security Police High Command) Amt VI in France during WW II. The latter concentrated on penetrations of the French Communist Party and, according to CARETINA, was successful in this. The Soviets were also very interested in the Amt VI BOEBELBURG as CARETINA reported in reference B. We would, therefore, appreciate learning from Headquarters what information was received concerning BOEBELBURG who appeared at the American Embassy ca. August 1956 and what information was obtained concerning the French interest in BOEBELBURG. CARETINA is under the impression that Kriminaldirktor Karl BOEBELBURG died in Germany in 1947. The latter's son lives in Munich and is an acquaintance of CARETINA. If it is of any interest to trace the senior BOEBELBURG's movements after WW II or to ascertain whether he is living, CARETINA can contact the son.

Almost all of the names appearing in CARETINA's report are listed in the British Study Part II and attached Personality Index with some variation in spellings which we have noted. As mentioned above, the last pages of our copy of the British Personality Index are missing and we do not have the background data on Georgina de WINTER. We would appreciate all available information on de WINTER and any identification of the French Ce clandestine radio operator "ANDRE" mentioned in pages 75 and 76 of Attachment A.

Finally, the British Rote Kapelle Studies, Parts I and II, and the Personality Index are still classified TOP SECRET. If we are to do any detailed interrogation of CARETINA on the Rote Kapelle, information from the British Studies will have to be used. Headquarters' comments are requested.

The attached report was translated as literally as possible to retain the character of CARETINA's own report. It should be remembered that CARETINA wrote the attached without the benefit of files, entirely from memory, which accounts for the rather disorganized form of the report. We have attempted to clarify with Station Comments and parenthetical comments where it seemed absolutely necessary but have also left the report in its original form as much as possible. Attachment B is an index of the names appearing in the body of the report and was prepared to facilitate indexing.
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ATTACHMENT B TO NSA-44213

NAMES FROM ATTACHMENT A FOR INDEXING

1. ASINS-MASSILIN, Maurice
   DOB: 20 Feb 1953
   POS: St. Denis, Switzerland
   Soviet Agent
   Listed in Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 41, 42.

2. BARDA, Margerita nee SINGER
   Nicknames: Greta Guia Blonde
   DOB: 14 Aug 1912
   POS: Seez, Czechoslovakia
   Mistress of SING
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 45, 46, 51, 66.

3. BERNHARDT/BERNHARD, Karl
   DOB: 18 Nov 1902
   POS: Berlin, Germany
   Soviet Agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 8, 9, 21.

4. BERK, Willi
   Nicknames: Willi
   DOB: 1 March 1891
   POS: Memel City, Memel (East Prussia), Germany,
   Oberpfleger at IV of the RSHA at Paris Rote Kapelle
   Sonderkommando
   Para: 53, 54, 56, 57, 70.

5. BIERER, Hermann Christian
   Nicknames: Goldkopf, Gunder, Gunder, Piede, Pietre
   DOB: 28 Dec 1938
   POS: Heilwasser/Lechinger, Germany
   SS-Obersturmführer during WW II.
   Para: RSHA-10000, 20 Nov 1957, Attas A, C, E, F, G
   RSHA-20000, 6 Feb 1958
   Para 127.

6. BLOCH, Rita nee ARNOLD/ARNOLD
   Soviet Agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 27.
7. SCHOSLEBURG, Karl
   DOB: 10 Oct 1885
   F/A: Berlin, Germany
   Ref: DMA-43175, 14 July 1959, Att. A, B
   SNP-10005, 26 Nov 1957, Att. A, B, F, G
   Kriemhsfeld, Asst. IV, KGB, during W. II.
   Para: 46, 51, 55, 66, 77

8. BROOKS, Karl
   Erika von, f/ HOCHMELTZ
   DOB: Unknown
   German national cf. C
   Soviet C/Agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 5, 11, 19

9. COCHRAN, Hans
   F/STRAUSS
   German national cf. C
   Soviet Agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 5, 9, 17, 21

10. COCHRAN, Hilde
    German national cf. C
    Soviet Agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 9, 21

11. COCHRAN, Alfred
    French national cf. C
    Soviet Agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 31

12. FISHER, Anton
    ROMANIA, MUSEUM, 6/S SPOOKS, 6/S SMITH
    Red Army Lieutenant, Soviet Agent
    Soviet national cf. C
    Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 5, 27

13. ESCUDERO or ESORDO, Valentin
    DoB: 7 May 1914
    F/O: Madrid, Spain
    Soviet Agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 34
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14. GUERRA (Pol) Grzegorz
   German National; Luftwaffe officer in WW II
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 9, 21

15. GUIBOUT, Karl
   DOB: 5 Nov 1890
   FOB: Berlin, Germany
   Artilleryman; Chief of the Communist Counterintelligence Department of Army IV, 1938.
   First Chief of the Note Kapelle Sonderkommando, Paris, early 1943.
   Ref: GWA-431713, 14 July 1959, Attas A & B
   Para: 52, 55

16. GIROUD, Lucienne (Suzanne)
   French National; formerly
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 33

17. GIROUD, Pierre (Leen)
   French National; formerly
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 33, 34

18. GOERIK, Herbert
   DOB: 13 July 1911
   FOB: Germany
   German National and Occupation in GDR Note during WW II.
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 21

19. GRAUEN, Johannes or John C.B.
   DOB: 12 Nov 1890
   FOB: Danzig
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Ref: BSHA-61010, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
   Para: 9, 19, 21

20. GROHNE, Adolf
    DOB: 31 Dec 1899
    FOB: Goslar-Hars, Germany
    Soviet agent
    Former Director of Northwest German Broadcasting System.
    Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Ref: BSHA-61010, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
    Para: 9, 21
21. GIROTTO, Medarde
Nationality: Italian
Printer & engraver
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Page: 41

22. GROSSVITZ, Leon
Surname: SHAPIRO for JERJENKO's group; SHAP-SHEM for SIKOLSKY's group
Nationality: Polish
DOB: 21 Nov 1904
POB: Lodz, Poland
French National
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Page: 42

23. GROBER, Helmut, see HUTTENBERGER
DOB: 6 Dec 1906
POB: Jaborkreutz, CSR (1)
Czech National
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Ref: BQA-BIO10, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
Page: 27

24. GUIDORF, Wilhelm
Surname: BRAUN, Paul
DOB: 1902
German National
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Pages: 9, 10, 21

25. HABER, Arvid
Surname: HANNECHEN
DOB: 1901
POB: Germany
German National
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Pages: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 21

26. HABER, Mildred
Wife of Arvid HABER
POB: USA
German National by marriage
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
Pages: 7, 9, 15, 18, 21
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21. GRIOTTO, Medarde
   Nationality: Italian
   Printer & engraver
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 41

22. GROSSVOLD, Leon
   CIVILIAN, BARBER for JEPSEN's group; also for SHOKOLOV's group
   ORAVI, ORGUELL, Andre in France.
   DOB: 21 Nov 1904
   P.O.B.: Lodz, Poland
   French National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 27, 29, 34

23. GROEBER, Maria née HOTSTADTEROVA
   DOB: 6 Dec 1906
   P.O.B.: Jaborkrets, CSR (1)
   Czech National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Ref: RG 9B-Bl010, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
   Para: 27

24. GUENTHER, Wilhelm
   GUNNAR, Paul
   DOB: 1908
   German National
   German National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 9, 10, 21

25. HAMMACK, Arvid
   HAYWOOD, FRANZENHEIN
   DOB: ca. 1901
   P.O.B.: Germany
   German National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 21

26. HAMMACK, Mildred née FISCHER
   Wife of Arvid HAMMACK
   P.O.B.: USA
   German National by marriage
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 7, 9, 10, 15, 21
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27. HEILMANN, Hermann or Wilder
   German National c/o. German cryptographer in OKH Signal Center W II.
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 11, 27

28. HEBENSTRET, Rudolf
   geb. 18 Mar 1903
   POP: Cleiwitz, Upper Silesia, Germany
   Had GDR passport in 1941
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II
   Ref: Att. to BMA-2177, 9 Jan 1953
   BMDA-B1010, 19 Aug 1956. Att. A
   BMDA-190490, 25 Nov 1957, Att. C
   Para: 9, 21

29. HEBNER, Albert
   geb. 18 Nov 1896
   POP: Windischeschenbach, Germany
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 19, 21

30. HEMMENBERG or HOFFMANN-SCHULZ, Anna Margaret or Annemarie
    geb. 11 Feb 1896
    POP: Windischeschenbach, Germany
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 39, 40

31. HUSCH, Kornel
    geb. 11 Feb 1896
    POP: Windischeschenbach, Germany
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 39, 40

32. HUSCH, Walter
    geb. 11 Feb 1896
    POP: Windischeschenbach, Germany
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 9, 21

33. HEBNER, Emil
    geb. 11 Feb 1896
    POP: Windischeschenbach, Germany
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 39, 40
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34. KEPPEL, Konstantin
   Address: Moscow, U.S.S.R.
   DOB: 15 May 1910
   SOB: German, USSR
   Soviet National
   Red Army officer; GUL, Soviet Military ID, agent.
   Listed Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 3

35. KAZIR, Millel ben Menasheh
   Address: Andrey Petrit Andre
   DOB: 14 Sept 1920
   SOB: Chelsa, Poland
   Certifed Palestine passport as of 1928
   Soviet agent.
   Listed Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Ref: BPA-19090, 26 Nov 1957, Attas. R & P
   Page: 31, 39, 43, 51, 58

36. KNECHT, Erich Halmut
   Address: 14 Mar 1910
   German National
   Chief of Sicherheitspolizei and SD in France during WW II.
   Listed Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 66, 72

37. KORN, Helgrich
   Address: KOSZTER, Heinrich Ludwig
   DOB: 12 May 1910
   SOB: Konstanz, Germany
   Naturalized Soviet citizen
   Soviet agent.
   Listed Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 19, 21

37. KORB, Horst
   DOB: ca 1910
   SOB: East Prussia, Germany
   Krutalized director with the RSHA, Attas. A2 during WW II.
   Ref: BPA-19090, 26 Nov 1957, Attas. C
   Page: 21, 66

39. KRAUS, Anna
   Address: German National
   Soviet agent.
   Listed Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 21
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40. KnauSS/KRAUSS, Professor Werner
German National
Language professor, member of OKW Interpreter Co. during WW II
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Soviet agent
Para: 9

41. KUCKHOFF, (Dr.) Adam
German National and long standing Communist
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Para: 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 21

42. KUCKHOFF, Margerete
Wife of Dr. Adam Kuckhoffer
DEG: 18 Dec 1942
POB: Frankfurt am Oder, Germany
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Ref: EDA-81010, 17 Aug 1956, Att. A
Para: 7, 9, 22

43. JEHRENFUESSLER, Walter
German National; author and publisher
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Ref: EDA-81010, 18 Aug 1956, Att. A
Para: 9, 10, 21

44. KUMMEROW, Hans Heinrich
German National
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Para: 9, 10, 21

45. KUMMEROW, Ingeborg
Wife of Hans Heinrich KUMMEROW
Soviet agent
Para: 9, 21

46. LABERHUNEZ, Paul Victor
POD: 29 Apr 1873
POB: Sers, Vannes, France
Soviet agent
Listed Personality Index to British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
Para: 73, 80, 81, 82, 108
47. LYON-SMITH, Antonia
   DOB: ca 1923
   English national
   English KM of the Germans in Paris in 1944
   Refs: BWM-10090, 25 Nov 1957, Att. 5 & 6
   Para: 61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 69

48. MAKALOPO, Michael or Mikhail
   PALAND, Carlos; CHAMPION; CHARLES; CERY
   DOB: 2 Jan 1905
   FOM: Leningrad, USSR
   Soviet National
   GPU documents expert sent to Belgium, 1939 to work with GPU espionage net.
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 4, 25, 27, 47, 70

49. MARCHET, Madame Marguerite
   EKAGTET, Madeleine; EKAGET
   French National
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 5

50. MAXIMOVICH or MAXIMITCH, Anna Pavlovna or Pavlova
   BAKARZIN
   DOB: 8 Mar 1901
   FOR: Gomelov or Tashapov, USSR
   Russian emigre in Paris; probably Russian National
   Soviet Agent
   Sister of Basil Pavlovich MAXIMOVICH
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 39, 40

51. MAXIMOVICH or MAXIMITCH, Basil Pavlovich
   MAXIMOVICH
   DOB: 1932
   FOR: Gomelov or Tashapov, USSR
   Russian emigre in Paris; probably Russian National
   Brother of Anna Pavlovna MAXIMOVICH
   Soviet Agent
   Listed Personality Index to British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 33, 39, 40

52. MAY or MAY, Madame
   DOB: 24 1878
   French National, widow of French poet
   Soviet Agent; assisted Legenda TREPPER, GPU agent, to escape from German custody in September 1943.
   Ref: BEQA-B1165, 17 Aug 1956
   Para: 62, 66
53. HUNGER, Louis
   DOB: 8 July 1885
   POB: Tarny, France.
   Soviet Agent
   Listed in Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 41

54. WHEELER, Heinrich
   DOB: 28 Apr 1900
   POB: Germany.
   Generalleiter des Polski and Chief of Act IV, BSHA in Germany
   during WW II.
   EPA-31010, 14 Aug 1956, Act. A
   EPA-43172, 14 July 1959, Acts A & B
   Para: 49, 50, 55, 56

55. HUNGER, Karl Albrecht
   DOB: 27 Jan 1957
   POB: Germany.
   Generalleiter der Polizei and Generalleitender Polizei, BSHA, during WW II.
   Para: 76, 87

56. VUKOVIC, Vladimir or Vladeor
   Aliases: "YOGA"; SKOL "MARIAN"; "MARIAN" for radio traffic.
   Lithuanian origin, lived in Soviet Union, fought in Spanish Civil
   War in 1936, ORU, Soviet Military Intelligence agent in Paris during WW II.
   Listed in Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   RSF: EPA-31010, 14 Aug 1956, Act. A
   EPA-19059, 26 Nov 1957, Act. C
   EPA-43172, 14 July 1959, Acts A & B
   Para: 71, 72, 73, 81, 82, 103

57. PAUL, (Dr) Edfriede, Anna
   DOB: 10 Oct 1908
   POB: Koblenz, Germany.
   Soviet Agent
   Listed in Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 21

58. WEVER, Maurice
   Aliases: WASSERMANN, HELDEN
   Belgian National
   Soviet Agent
   Listed in Personality Index to British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 29
59. PETERS, Ruth
see Under SPAAK, Ruth Peters

60. FÖSSEL, Johann
German National, born in Danzig, 1897. - Serves in the German Army and
then becomes a Soviet agent.

61. KONKOWSKA or KONKOWSKA, Joseph, Male
French National, born in Poland, 1902 - Serves in the French Army
and then becomes a Soviet agent.

62. REISMOLOHN, Johann
French National, born in Poland, 1902 - Serves in the French Army
and then becomes a Soviet agent.

63. HEDBERG, Henrik
Svens National, born in Sweden, 1897 - Serves in the Swedish Army
and then becomes a Soviet agent.

64. MÜLLERSTEDT, Otto
German National, born in Berlin, 1902 - Serves in the German Army
and then becomes a Soviet agent.

65. ANDERSON, Henry
Svens National, born in Sweden, 1897 - Serves in the Swedish Army
and then becomes a Soviet agent.
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66. SCHROEDER, Dr. Manfred
   German National
   (Presiding judge at trials of Berlin Rote Kapelle nets during 1942-45)
   Para: 17

67. MOUSSE, Marcel Alphonse Charles
   DOB: 4 Sept 1911
   POB: St. Bauz, France
   French typesetter or printer
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 41

68. SCHINDLER, Rudolf von
   Alias: "AMER"
   German diplomat during 1930's and until 1942
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 6, 9, 19, 21

69. SCHLOESSINGER or SCHLORNSINGER, Rosa
   German National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 8, 21

70. SCHNIDER, Franz
    Alias: "FRANZ"; "KIND"; possibly "CHIMOR"
    DOB: 19 Feb 1900
    POB: Basel, Switzerland
    Husband of Germaine SCHNIDER until her death in Oct 1945 when he
    married Betty DEGENER
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 28

71. SCHNIDER, Germain, see CLAIR
    Alias: "PAUL"; "SCHNIDERLING" or "PAPILLON"; "CORITTA"
    Belgian origin and Swiss National through marriage to Franz SCHNIDER
    Listed agent from 1936 until death in Oct 1945
    Soviet agent
    Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
    Para: 28

72. SCHOTTMEHLER, Olga
   German National
   Singer and pianist
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 6, 9, 11, 21

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
73. SCHREIBER, Hayakil
   Aliases: KIEFER, Georges; "CAMILLE"; "GEORGES"
   Born: 12 Oct 1899
   Poland
   Polish National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 44

74. SCHRAMM, Elizabeth Nei HEINEMEYER
   Aliases: "ELEONORE"
   German National
   Wife of Kurt SCHRAMM
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 27

75. SCHRAMM, Kurt
   Aliases: "EBB"
   German National; sculptor
   Communist of long standing
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Pages: 9, 21, 51, 58

76. SCHRAMM, Otto
   Aliases: "ROBERT"
   German National; fought in Spanish Civil War
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Page: 44

77. SCHULZ-BOYSEN, Harro
   Aliases: "HERMAN", "HANS-HEINRICH"
   German National
   Employee of German Air Ministry during WW II.
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Pages: 1, 21, 51, 58

78. SCHULZ-BOYSEN, Libertas, new HASS-HEYE
   German National
   Wife of Harro SCHULZ-BOYSEN
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Pages: 11, 13, 17, 21

79. SCHULZE, KURT
   Aliases: "BRENNER"
   German National; long standing Communist
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Pages: 8, 9, 21

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
80. STADT, Johann
   DOB: United States; emigrated to Germany in 1912, possibly retained American citizenship; possibly a Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Ref: BSHA-6183, 31 Aug 1956
   Para: 9. 10, 21

81. SOKOL, Karol/Karol or Henry
   DOB: 26 Oct 1909
   POST: Krakow
   Polish National
   Pedagogian
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 33, 40, 43

82. SOKOL, Miriam née NACHLIN
   Alias: "ZELENKA"
   DOB: 1905 or 1906
   POST: Poland
   Polish National
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 23, 33

83. SPAAK, Charles
   Belgian National
   Brother of Paul Henri SPAAK and Claude SPAAK
   Arrested by Germans in Oct 1943 on suspicion of espionage activities. No evidence found to support this suspicion.
   Mentioned in section on Claude SPAAK in Personality Index of British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 63

84. SPAAK, Claude
   DOB: 22 Oct 1909
   POST: Belgium
   Belgian National
   Brother of Paul Henri SPAAK and Charles SPAAK; first wife was Suzanne SPAAK and second wife was Ruth SPAAK née EVERS.
   Leader of Communist resistance group in France during World War II.
   Instrumental in successful escape of Soviet UMB agent Leopold TREPP.
   Listed Personality Index of British Note Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Para: 35, 61, 66
85.

**SPAAK,** Hana or Zegers

Canadian National

Mistress and subsequently second wife of Claude SPAAK.

Assisted Claude SPAAK in French resistance group and probably in escape of Soviet GRU agent Leopold TREFFER.

*Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.*

Para: 66

86.

**SPAAK,** Suzanne

Belgian or French National

First wife of Claude SPAAK.

Assisted Soviet GRU agent Leopold TREFFER to escape from German custody in WW II.

Mentioned in British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II, in connection with Claude SPAAK.

Para: 25, 36, 62, 65, 66, 69

87.

**SPANEIR,** Ingrid

Aliases: FROGGO, LEOPARD, LEONARD

Date: 29 July 1932

DOB: Antwerp, Belgium

Belgian National

Soviet agent.

*Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.*

Para: 57, 64

88.

**STORAE,** Ilse

Aliases: HOMER, ZELLA

DOB: 27 May 1911

POB: Berlin, Germany

Press stenographer by profession

Soviet GRU agent from 1930 to 1942.

*Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.*

Para: 19, 21

89.

**UKHOV,** Victor (true name also reported as GUREVICH)

Aliases: KENZ, VINCENZO SIERNA, Arthur BACZA, Simon UMBRO,

PETER, MANOLO, CLEMENT, DURO, LEBRUN

DOB: 1911/1913

POB: Leningrad area of USSR

Soviet National; Jewish

Red Army officer; GRU illegal agent

*Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.*

Ref: RDA-8110, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A

RDA-8113, 17 Aug 1956

RDA-10950, 26 Nov 1957, Att. A, E, F, O.

RDA-43172, 14 July 1959, Att. A & B.

Para: 4, 5, 6, 19, 22, 28, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 39, 45, 46, 47,

51, 52, 59, 60, 66, 71, 73, 79, 81, 84, 85, 89, 90, 91, 103
SECRET

90. TREBER, Leopold or Liebes (true name also given as TREPER, Leiba ben Zachary).
   Aliases: Adam NIXILH; Jean GILBERT; Vladislav Ivanovich IVANOVSKY;
   Le WINTZER; "OEMERS"; "Le Grand Chief"; "Le General"; "L'Onel";
   "Kokel OTOV"; "OTTO".
   DOB: reported variously; 23 Feb 1904; 1903 or 1904; between 1900
   and 1909.
   FOB: reported variously as Neumarkt near Zakopane, Poland; Noviters,
   Galicia, formerly Austria, now Poland; or Galicia.
   Nationality: probably originally Austrian and then Polish Jew.
   Possessed at various times Polish passport; Palestinian passport;
   Canadian passport; may have also received Soviet citizenship.
   Soviet, GHU illegal agent from ca. 1930 to at least 1956.
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Refs: EUSA-R1010, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
   EUSA-19093, 17 May 1959, Att. A
   Param: 4, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43,
   45, 47, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64,
   65, 66, 67, 71, 73, 74, 75, 90.

91. VLEIS, Flore van der VELDERS
   Belgian National.
   Mistress of Leslie SPEICHER.
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Ref: Param: 27

92. VOGHELLER, Karlthe
   Aliases: "Blonde KANTZER"
   German National from Danzig e.a. Germany
   Soviet agent
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Param: 39, 40

93. WELLESIENHORN or WEILBACH, Guenther
   DOB: 10 July 1902
   FOB: Velbert, Kreis Mettmann, Rhineland, Germany
   Author, dramatist and dramatic critic
   Listed Personality Index of British Rote Kapelle Study, Part II.
   Refs: EUSA-R1010, 14 Aug 1956, Att. A
   Param: 2, 9, 21

94. WENZEL, Johann or Hans
   Aliases: "HEINZ"; "PROFESSOR"; "CHARLES"; possibly HEIJNBARTH
   DOB: 9 Mar 1902
   FOB: Niedau/Danzig e.a. Germany
   Param: (WENZEL, Johann or Hans - cont'd p. 16.)

BEÁST AVAILABLE COPY
94. (cont'd - WENZEL, Johann or Hans)
German National
Soviet, GRU illegal agent
Communist since 1927, trained in Moscow for Comintern work and
later by GRU.
Listed Personality Index of British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
Ref: EIFA-19025, 26 Nov 1957, Attas. C & G
Para: 4, 23, 26, 47

95. WESOLEK or WESLING, Tom
Believed identical with Stanislaus WESOLEK who was arrested together
with his wife Frieda WESOLEK nee HUBNER in 1942 and both were
condemned to death by Germans in 1943. He was son-in-law of
Kurt HUBNER, also condemned in 1943.
Soviet agent.
Listed Personality Index of British Role Kapelle Study, Part II,
Para: 9, 21

96. WINTER, Georgiana da
Georgonian Nationality unknown; first husband possibly American
Soviet agent
Mistress of GRU illegal agent Leopold TREPPER during WW II and had
child by him.
Listed Personality Index of British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
Ref: EIFA-19025, 26 Nov 1957, Attas. C & G
Para: 61, 62, 64, 67, 70

97. WINTERHOLM or WINTERHOLM, Anton or Anton
Dutch National and Dutch Communist
Soviet agent.
Listed Personality Index of British Role Kapelle Study, Part II.
Para: 29, 97